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THE GRAIN OF WHEAT
a charity bringing aid to the children of Bulgarian orphanages

In the 1990s when Bulgaria was still striving to shrug off decades of soviet-imposed
poverty, Anton Nikolov, a young Bulgarian percussionist, moved by the plight of the
children in his country, visited the Petrovo orphanage. He brought along a range of
instruments for them to play with and brightened the childrens' joyless days. Anton's
initiative inspired The Grain of Wheat, a small British registered charity, to launch a music
and art therapy programme in Bulgarian orphanages. The Grain of Wheat is funding
Bulgarian musicians, storytellers and other creative artists to take their talent to these
children, giving nourishment to their souls as well as their bodies. It is this aspect of the
charity's work that Derek Bell and Athene Records supported during Bell’s lifetime by
contributing the proceeds made on sales of this record to support the Music Therapy project
for 6-7 year olds in the village orphanage of Petrovo.

Because of his Bulgarian connections, Derek Bell wanted to record his compositions there,
but due to his almost impossibly busy schedule he could only visit in January. He had little
idea of the difficult conditions which he was to discover. Apart from the unheated hotel
with temperatures of -15 degrees Celsius outside, the musicians worked with an icy gale
blowing into the concert hall. There was at the time no opportunity in Bulgaria to obtain
new or better instruments; even broken harp strings have to be repaired by knotting them
together, as replacements are unobtainable. On his return home Derek arranged for two
complete sets of harp strings to be sent to the harpists of the orchestra. In spite of such
difficulties he found an excellent morale and was greatly moved by the enthusiasm of the
players; an enthusiasm that clearly comes across in the performance of these works. One
likes to think that in those dark days Derek was able to make a difference.



Compositions by Derek Bell (1935-2002)
[1] Variations and Musical Quotations on "Come on, Northern Ireland, come
on," for solo mezzo soprano, mixed chorus and orchestra

The jingle "Come on, Northern Ireland, come on" was composed by Barry Wood
and George Jones for Colin Anderson of the Northern Ireland Development Board
who then commissioned Derek Bell to compose the Variations specially for the
Last Night of the Belfast Promenade Concerts in June 1985. Terry de Winne, at
this time manager of the great Ulster Hall in Belfast, particularly requested the
inclusion of a direct quote from the third movement of Schumann's wonderful 4th
Symphony in D minor, which is the I.D.B. theme in the minor key. He also asked
that the work should begin with a Fanfare and end with a March which could be
sung by choir (and audience). Also specified was the inclusion of a Fugue on the
theme, and the use of the Bodhran and the fierce Lambeg drum, therefore
representing both sides of the political divide in Northern Ireland. Derek Bell
discovered that Carolan's harp tune "Fanny Power" is as much the I.D.B. theme in
the major as the Schumann is the theme in the minor, so this is also included. The
final form of the work is:

Fanfare based on the first four notes of the theme (tutti)
Fugato 1 in the major (strings)
Fugato 11 in the minor (mainly woodwind)
Schumann Symphony quote as he wrote it
Grand March Variation (12th of July annual parades)
Fanny Power (Carolan) including two Variations for flute and violin
respectively
Schumann quote but disturbed by a struggle between the Irish drums
(neither winning over the other)
Finale consisting of the two verses of the jingle (with mezzo soprano)
followed by a cor anglais variation, and a "tempo di disco" violin solo.

Finally the jingle is sung by full choir - entreating the people of Northern
Ireland to bring a resolution to this age old tragic conflict.



1.Come on, Northern Ireland, come on, 2. Come on, Northern Ireland, come on,
There's a whole lot of work to be done, There's a whole lot of work to be done,
Take a look at where you're going, You can make it in the end,
Let's get up and start growing, With a little help from your friends,
So come on, Northern Ireland, come on. Come on, Northern Ireland, come on.

[2] Divertissement (A day in the life of "Our Paddy", the Kerryman)
for wind Quintet & piano

The work, composed in 1977, is in one continuous movement and consists of a set
of Variations played with the Theme coming at the end. This is based on an Irish
folktune specially contributed by Paddy Moloney, a key member of the Chieftains,
the Irish folkgroup in which Derek played harp, timpán and keyboards. The story
of the Divertissement is as follows: Introduction and Romance: Paddy wakes up
with a terrible hangover. He rests in bed and daydreams about a beautiful girl (this
is a homage to John Field, the famous Irish composer of the Nocturnes). March:
feeling better by now, Paddy goes off for a walk. This naturally leads to many
pubs and he gets increasingly elated even if a bit unsteady - Polka, Waltz and
Galop. The Finale, a Fugato (based on the Theme) and Coda, leaves us with the
definite feeling that, for 'Our Paddy', tomorrow will start with another hangover.

[3] Toccata Burlesca (1958) for oboe and piano

This piece is the third of Three Transcendental Etudes for oboe (doubling cor
anglais) and piano, commissioned by Dr. Edgar Boucher, Head of Music - BBC
Northern Ireland, for a radio broadcast of chamber music by Northern Irish
composers. The three Etudes were premiered by the composer with the late Dr.
Havelock Nelson at the piano. The work is dedicated to the American oboist Rheta
Smith and Petko Totev who gave the second and third performances. The Toccata
Burlesca is in memory of Robert B. Bell whose cheerful personality inspired its
mood. Although he personally never touched a drop of the "queer stuff" (poteen),
the Toccata can be imagined as the staggering home of drunk oboes and pianos
after a night on the town.



[4] - [8] Symphony No.2 (The Violet Flame: Comte de Saint Germain)

Completed in 1990, the work is based on a mystical inspiration channeled by the
Master of the Rosy Cross a Guide and Teacher of the Holy Land of Shambhalla -
'whose name may not be revealed'. The symphony is in cyclic form. The Guide
contributed three themes which occur throughout the work as leitmotivs especially
at moments of climax. The first two themes are said to invoke the seventh cosmic
Ray, known as the Violet Flame which at present is guarded by the Comte de St.
Germain and also the Golden Cosmic Ray.

The third theme is of very ancient Irish origin, titled Cortardún, which means "the
Guardian of the Heart of the Hill". The chanting of this theme was 'heard' by the
Guide as a group including the composer climbed Slemish Mountain, a well
known area near Ballymena, sacred to the Druids of pre-history. It is said those
who sing or hear this theme and meditate may at will, swiftly enter the spiritual
Shambhalla. (The physical Shambhalla is located in the Himalayas with an
entrance in Mount Karakal and another in Mongolia. The characters depicted in
the book and film "Lost Horizon" had a genuine and true experience of living in
Shambhalla but its name was changed to Shangri-la.)

Derek Bell contributed a fourth leitmotiv, an evocation to Pan, the God of Nature.
It is based on the four secret notes by which he may be called. Pan radiates much
vital energy so great care must be taken before he is invoked or those unprepared
may be unable to handle the energies created in a positive way.

The movements of the symphony are:

[4] 1. Invocation of the Violet Flame and the Golden Ray, joined to
[5] 2. Invocation of Pan, God of Nature (subtitled Arabesques Éthèriques)
These movements portray the personality of the Guide. He teaches exercises and
cosmic dances which develop the entire being, physically, mentally and spiritually
as do the exercises by Beinsa Douno in Bulgaria. The subtitle Arabesques
Éthèriques reflects this aspect of the Guide.



[6] 3. Poeme d'amour is prefaced by the words of a cosmic chant composed by
Paramahansa Yogananda:

" Where is there truly loving Love?
Where is there truly loving me?
There my heart longs to be".

The chromatic harmony and counterpoint portray the fundamental longing of all
humanity for truly unconditional love. This can only be attained when humanity
can expand into a state of Divine Love. The middle section of this movement (a
strange Chinese tune with bell like chords and tremolos on the violins), depicts a
state of ecstasy. However, in the recapitulation, a variation of the opening themes,
the sad mood of human aspiration and longing returns. As if to promise eventual
redemption, the choir enters and chants the Violet Ray motif three times, each time
more softly, quietly bringing the movement to a serene conclusion.

[7] 4. Waltz and Variations lead into
[8] 5. Finale: Procession towards Shambhalla

In the Waltz, Humanity is portrayed enjoying itself in all its frivolity. The final
movement begins with choir, harps and organ trying to coax humanity to proceed
towards Shambhalla and enter it before it is too late. Many begin to move in this
direction and celestial bells ring, angels sing, amazing lights are seen in the sky
and cosmic voices are heard. But as the work concludes, the last chance for all to
enter has now past. Tradition has it that henceforth only humans who aspire to
unconditional love will be admitted and the unworthy attempting to enter will
suffer great difficulties and failure. On the symphony's final note, the gates of
Shambhalla close swiftly with a bang.



Compositions by Beinsa Douno (1864-1944)

Beinsa Douno was one of the brightest figures in the spiritual life of the Bulgarian people.
He was the son of Konstantin Deunovski, a revolutionary orthodox priest. He left for America
in 1888 where he studied theology and medicine for seven years, before returning to Bulgaria
an entering a period of seclusion. At the dawn of the twentieth century, he began to deliver a
new teaching, through music, songs, thousands of lectures and practical exercises. A fine
violinist and singer, his music, which brings together Western, Bulgarian national and ancient
Orthodox tradition, survives in the minds, manuscripts and publications of his many students.
The communist regime, 1944-1989, failed to extinguish his light despite relentless
persecution, and the last decade has seen a resurgence in his appealing, approachable and
universally applicable spiritual legacy.

Izgryava slunteseto, [9] forms part of the daily sequence of morning exercises known as the
Paneurythmy. In the words of Beinsa Douno, "The entire Cosmos is penetrated by music and
movement, perfectly synthesised. Paneurythmy is the expression of this. It is founded on the
laws of correspondence between ideas, words, music and movement". The Bulgarian text
sung while performing the movements translates - The sun is rising, sending light. It brings
the joy of life. Power is living, is springing, is flowing! The arrangement for flute and harp is
by Barnaby Brown.

Both Vehadi [10] and Kiamen Zenu [11] are in the sacred Vatan language. When sung with
concentration and mystical absorbtion the power of the words can be grasped intuitively and
are conducive to inner enlightenment. These arrangements are by Derek Bell.
The song Gospodi, kolko Te obicham [12] is here arranged for solo harp by Barnaby Brown.
It contains a section in 15/8 time (5 triple beats in each phrase), and the original text translates
as follows:

Lord, how I love You, I love Your trees.
Lord, how I adore You, I love Your flowers,
God, my Lord, how I adore You. I love Your streams,
I love You, Lord. I love Your mountains -

Everything, Lord, that You have created
I love You, Lord



The State Philharmonic Orchestra - Vratza acquired a state status and funding in
1973 and regularly performs symphony concerts, oratorios and operas in Bulgaria as
well as touring in Germany, Austria, Romania and other European countries. The
orchestra has made several CDs and also records for National Radio and TV.

Valeri Vatchev is the principal conductor and Musical
Director of the State Philharmonic Orchestra - Vratza since
1993. Born 1962 in Vama, Bulgaria and after receiving a
master arts degree in the State Music Academy, studied at
the Hochschule für Musik und darstellende Kunst in Vienna.
He has received several prizes for conducting and has
appeared as guest conductor throughout Bulgaria, in Austria,
Romania, USSR, South Korea and Hungary. He is a jury
member for the International Conductors Competition.

The Bulgarian National
Philharmonic Choir is the
foremost choral ensemble in
Bulgaria. It was founded in 1944

by the composer Svetoslav Obretenov. Today its members
are professional singers who have graduated from the
Bulgarian Academy of Music. Prof. Georgi Robev has
taught conducting at the Sofia Academy of Music since 1959
and has been the principal conductor of the choir since 1960.
He is well known for providing tutorial assistance and
consultation for choirs throughout Europe. His discography is
extensive and includes releases from Decca, EMI and other
prestigious labels.



Tzvetanka Christoforu, mezzo soprano: graduated in classical
singing from the State Music Academy, Sofia in 1995 after which
she sang as a soloist in chamber opera. She was a prize winner at
the First International Competition for young opera singers in
Athens 1996. She is now married and living in Cyprus.

Maria Pavlova Tuturilova,
harp: first studied and performed as
soloist with the chamber and
symphony orchestras of the Sofia
Music School, where she won several
major prizes. In 1996 she was admitted
to the State Music Academy winning a

special Union of the Serbian Composers award for her
performance. A foundation scholarship was gained in 1997.
She has performed and recorded with the leading Bulgarian
orchestras and for National TV and radio.

Vratza Philharmonic Wind Quintet

Svilen Simeonov, clarinet: graduated from Varna Music College and
obtained a Masters degree in music at the Bulgarian Musical
Academy, Sofia. 1992-1994 he was a principal in the Lisbon
Symphony Orchestra and is now a teacher at the Bulgarian Musical
Academy "P.Vladigerov", Sofia and Head of
"International Cultural Relations" Sofia
Municipality.

Ana Ivanova, flute: graduated from State Music
Academy, Sofia. Soloist of the State Philharmonic Orchestra - Vratza
and as a member of the wind quintet has participated in many
recordings. She has several awards from national and international
competitions.



Petko Totev, oboe: graduated from the Academy for Music and
Dance Arts, Plovdiv in 1990. Played as soloist in the State
Philharmonic Orchestra, Vratza and participated in international
master classes in Weimar, Germany. Member of the Wind Quintet
and as solo recitalist he has made many recordings for CD and
radio.

Konstantin Kotzer, bassoon: graduated from the State Music
Academy, Sofia and has participated in international master classes; he
is a member of the Wind Quintet and also a soloist in the State Music
Theatre (operetta). He also performs as a recitalist.

Linka Toncheva, horn: graduated from the State .Music academy in
1982, she has participated in many international master classes; she is
a soloist in the Vratza Philharmonic Orchestra and member of the
Wind Quintet. She also performs as a recitalist and teaches the horn
in Vratza.

Peter Belncer, piano: graduated from State Music Academy; he
participated in the Collegium for chamber music. For many years has
played in the Sofia Philharmonic Orchestra as pianist and taught piano
in Greece and currently teaches in the Sofia Music School.

Tracks [1] - [8]: Recorded in Vratza, Bulgaria
Recording Producers: Hristo Hristov, Ognyan Nikolov, Valeri Vatchev
Recording Engineer: Nikola Mirchev



Oghnyan Nicolov, tenor: studied singing and acting with
Violetta Pavlova, soprano and professor of singing, Later in
London he studied with Lory Medea and recently with
Margarita Lilova, Bulgarian mezzo soprano and professor at
the Vienna Conservatoire. He began his artistic career at the
opera House of Stara Zagora, and since 1991 has been 'star'
soloist of the Vienna Opera House. In 1991 he made his
British debut at Buxton International Arts Festival as
Scipione in 'The Dream of Scipione', by Mozart, under James
Lockhard.

Barnaby Brown was principal flautist of the NYO before
winning a choral award to read music at Gonville and Caius
College, Cambridge. On graduation he was appointed
Composer in Residence at St. George's English School,
Rome. He has been surrounded by the music of Beinsa
Douno since early childhood, when his mother began
teaching the Paneurythmy in Scotland. He is currently
preparing new editions and developing a period performance
style of piobaireachd, the classical 'piping' tradition of the
Highlands and Hebrides.

Tracks [9] - [12]: Recorded at Abbey Road Studios
Recording Engineer: Simon Rhodes



Derek Bell
Derek Bell was not only the highly acclaimed harpist
of the Chieftains, Ireland's best known interpreters
of traditional Celtic music, but was an exceptionally
gifted and knowledgeable classical musician in his
own right. Derek was a resident of Northern Ireland.
He was harp professor at the Belfast Academy of
Music and harpist and oboist with the BBC Northern
Ireland Orchestra. He is also a fine pianist,
cimbalom and dulcimer player as well as a composer
and is the recipient of the Manns Prize from the
Royal College of Music.

Among his compositions are three piano sonatas and
two symphonies. The second symphony, a
substantial work scored for large orchestra, organ,
piano, mixed chorus and harp obligate, was
premiered in 1990 and was performed the following
year at the Edinburgh Festival with the Northern
Ireland Symphony Orchestra conducted by Alan Tongue. In 1993 his "Three Images of
Ireland in Druid Times" for Irish harp, strings and timpani was premièred in Boston,
U.S.A.

As well as playing an important part in over 30 CDs with the Chieftains, Derek Bell
recorded several CDs of solo harp music, some of them particularly featuring music by
Carolan, the legendary 17th century blind Irish harper. An earlier release on the Athene
label was his critically acclaimed recording of two Dussek Duos playing an Erard Harp
of the period with Joanna Leach playing a Stodart square piano. Derek Bell died in the
United States in 2002.



Derek Bell plays an Erard Grecian harp,
with Joanna Leach, Stodart square piano (1823)
DUSSEK: Duos Concertants, op. 69 nos 1 & 3

ATHENE ATHCD10

Joanna Leach, Clementi square piano (1832)
DUSSEK: Sonata in F# minor, op.61
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